We asked our ME/CFS patient community, “What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

Here’s what they had to say…
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would get out of bed.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would clean my own house.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would go to the dentist.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would take a shower and wash my hair.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would cook dinner for my family.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I’d go back to being a good husband, father and productive member of society.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would be able to do things for my 93-year-old mother and not depend upon her doing things for me.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“...soil my husband rotten to thank him for all his tender care while I was bed-bound”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would have my four grandchildren over to play games, tell stories and eat pizza.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would get dressed and take a walk in the sunshine.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would work out, without complaints.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would go to school. I am a 13-year-old boy and I have not been to school for 3 years.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would finally be able to take a flight to the man I love and hug him forever.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would drive a car.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“Move out of my parents’ house.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“Sell my wheelchair.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“Go to the supermarket”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“Break down and cry because all of the help I need but can’t get would not be needed anymore”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would take my dog for a walk in the park.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“How my 8-year-old and let her know she finally has a Mom who can take care of her.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“Thank my lucky stars and take no moment for granted.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would do anything to get my future back. I’m almost 17 now, and I’ve been sick since I was 13.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would never, ever take my health for granted again.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would go to the zoo with my son.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I would pour my energy into lobbying for more funding for the disease.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I’d make up for all of the years of being housebound by this nebulous, insidious disease.”
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“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I’d visit friends at their homes.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“Surf, and for once in a decade, not online and for health issues.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”

“I’d dance for joy.”
“What would you do, if tomorrow you were well?”
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